WHAT IS “IT”?
What is IT? IT is the Incredible Transformation that your life and thinking will be changed as a direct result of working, doing,
taking, practicing and living the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous. GUARANTEED ! !
In order to get IT you have to do IT and live IT. In order to keep IT, you have to hang onto IT, take IT with you, share IT, and pass IT
on.
IT only resides in the word posITive and not negative.
You can find IT in SpirITualITy. Not once, but twice. I have nothing against religion, but IT is not in the word. However, faITh has
IT.
They say that you cannot transmIT IT unless you have IT. They also say you cannot keep IT unless you continue to give all of IT
away.
Do you want more of IT? Do you want IT when you want IT, and you want IT now? Only God can give IT to you. God gives you just
the right amount of IT so that you can handle IT. If you had more of IT, right here and right now, you would probably mess IT up, not
respect IT, not be grateful for IT, and lose IT.
We MUST Thank God everyday for granting IT to you, as you understand IT, and not taking advantage of IT by boasting that IT is all
IT takes to live a wonderful life. With IT comes responsibilITy, commITment, a position of neutralITy, and IntegrITy.
IT is just the tip of the iceberg, for IT would not be possible if you did not surrender everyday to IT, as you understand IT, admit your
powerlessnes and lack of control over IT and let God take care of IT. Join us in the Fellowship of the SpirIT.
You can observe IT in meetings, you can observe a lack of IT in meetings and you need to see both types of IT in order for you to
understand IT better.
Happy, Joyous and Free explains IT. Restless (something’s missing), IrrITable (easily annoyed) and Discontent (never satisfied)
shows a lack of IT.
Pray for IT. Listen and medITate for IT. IT shows up intermittently and then IT is gone. IT stays longer as you continue to surrender
to IT and ask God or someone else for help with IT.
Peace of mind is an example of IT. I think that is why they call IT SerenITy.
You cannot explain IT, but you can feel IT. When you do not feel IT you can get IT back from working for IT, practicing IT, doing IT
and living IT. IT is only there that IT can be found.
Half measures don't get you half of IT. IT gives you none of IT.
People beg you to be fearless, thorough and honest about IT. They also said to quIT fighting IT and just go with IT. They also said
that if IT is to be IT is up to me.
Wow, that almost explained IT, but came up a little short of IT. So once you are able to put IT all together you are able to understand
IT a little better today than you understood IT yesterday.
God has IT and will provide IT to anyone who respects IT, hangs onto IT, shares IT and passes IT to others who don't quite get the
message that IT can change their lives too. If only they would begin to want IT more than anything else.
You cannot teach IT, but you can learn IT. You cannot touch IT, but you can feel IT. You cannot see IT, but you can observe IT.
You cannot taste IT, but you can enjoy IT. You cannot buy IT. You cannot steal IT. You cannot even lie about IT. You have to
experience IT. IT is personal. IT is good. IT is free. And IT only grows when you plant IT.
In summary, the miracle of IT can happen to anyone and everyone who is aware of IT, can recognize IT, and who can use IT to help
others who have no idea IT exists.
Here is the big Lie…….Quiet now……..Shhhhh………..IT happens. Now, here is the Truth of IT. Life happens I just make shIT out
of IT. Only God makes IT happen and I cannot claim to have anything to do with making IT happen .

